
 

Julie Sides- a tough, successful realtor, very proud of the fact that she's been named West Side Realtor of the 

Month.  She is Dan’s fiancé and a controlling, overbearing person whose five year plan is to build a better Dan. 

Clearly the go-getter of the two, Julie is nevertheless supportive of Dan and seems to really love him.  

 

 INT. OFFICE - DAY 

A man sits at a desk. Julie enters. 

JULIE 

Hi, I'm here for the three o'clock admissions 

interview. 

 

MAN 

(checking calendar) Oh, I had a Dan Thompson  

down for three. 

 

JULIE 

I'm Dan’s fiancé Julie. Dan’s running a little  

late, but we can just get started without him.  

(clears throat, refers to index cards)  

There are three reasons why Lamount dental school  

needs Dan Thompson-- 

 

MAN 

I'm sorry, why don't we just wait for him to get  

here. 

JULIE 

Okay, Dan’s not actually going to be coming. 

 

MAN 

What? 

 

JULIE 

He doesn’t know I’m here. Or that he applied to  

dental school. But that doesn't change the fact  

that…. 

(back to index cards)  

Dan Thompson has always had a special relationship  

with teeth-- 

 

MAN 

Okay, I don't know what's happening here. He  

doesn't know he applied to dental school? 

 

 

 

 



 

JULIE 

Look, mister. Dan doesn't know what he wants.  

But I do. And I really think this is the perfect fit. I  

know Dan’s got his limits -- I'm not saying he  

should be like a real doctor, no offense, but this  

is something he could do! 

 

MAN 

I just don't think we can admit a student who has  

no interest in going and hasn't actually applied. 

 

JULIE 

Well I think that's kind of an unreasonable position. 

 

MAN 

It's not going to work. 

 

JULIE 

Okay, fine. 

 

Julie gathers her things and gets up to leave. 

 

JULIE (CONT'D) 

That's what you say. But I say when someone wants  

something this bad, you know, for someone else,  

nothing is going to stand in the way of that person's  

dreams. You know, for the other person. Good day. 

She exits. 


